IAI S. A.
al. Piastów 30
71-064 Szczecin (Poland)

Additional application hosting pricing
Effective from the 1st of August 2022 until its cancellation
Most individually written applications will need hosting, that is, placing them on a server. We offer a comprehensive
approach and provide additional hosting for applications so that you do not have to worry about these issues.
HOSTING MINI - £140/160€/$190 net per year
The basic fee paid in advance is £140/160€/$190 net per year (regardless of the number of applications - programs on
the server). If the sum of the charges exceeds the annual fee, the surcharges will be charged once a month or after the
end of the year. The cost is calculated as the sum of hourly fees for each commenced:

1. 1GB of disk space, with a backup– £0.0018/0,0018€/$0.0018
2. core – £0,02/0,02€/$0,02
3. 0,5GB RAM – £0,02/0,02€/$0,02
4. an additional fee is charged for each 1GB of outgoing traffic over 50GB at the price of £0,009/0,009€/$,009
HOSTING PRO – £140/160€/$190 net per month
This is an extended offer of the HOSTING MINI service with the monthly maintenance of server space and
applications.
As part of monthly activities, the stability of the application is checked, and necessary update corrections are made to
increase performance and security. As part of such work, we ensure that the hosting environment and the application
itself are up-to-date, the API and libraries used by the application are upgraded to the current stable versions.
An additional advantage of the extended version is the continuous monitoring of the application's operation and the
ability to adjust the server power.
The basic fee paid in advance is £140/160€/$190 net per month (regardless of the number of applications - programs
on the server). If the sum of the charges exceeds the annual fee, the surcharges will be charged once a month or after the
end of the year. The cost is calculated as the sum of hourly fees for each commenced:

1. 1GB of disk space, with a backup– £0.0018/0,0018€/$0.0018
2. core – £0.02/0,02€/$0.02
3. 0,5GB RAM – £0.02/0,02€/$0.02
4. an additional fee is charged for each 1GB of outgoing traffic over 50GB at the price of £0.009/0,009€/$0.009

